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Welcome

Flights across Europe still around 64%
down compared with two years ago
Well here we are in mid-May and the summer season is well
and truly under way. Except it isn't, at least not as far as
Europe’s airlines and airports are concerned. The latest
Eurocontrol data, which monitors flights through European
airspace, shows that flights (and that includes those of cargo
airlines like DHL) are still around 64% down compared with the
same period in 2019. Give or take a couple of percentage points
that’s the same level we’ve been at since the third week of
January. Surely things have to improve soon?
Turkey’s decision to initiate its version of a lockdown has taken
a toll on the services offered by both Turkish Airlines and, in
particular, Pegasus Airlines. Both carriers have seen a
significant drop off in flights since mid-April, resulting in Spain’s
Iberia now inching ahead of Turkish Airlines with regard to the
highest recovery rate (of just over 40%) among Europe’s biggest
airlines. Neither easyJet (at 10% of 2019 flights) nor Ryanair
(15%) have seen any significant improvement in their recovery
rate in recent weeks.
UK revealed ‘green’ list for mid-May travel

Whereas in the US traffic has been
recovering
gradually
since
the
beginning of the year, there is no such
sign (yet) in Europe, where flights are
still well over 60% down compared
with pre-pandemic levels.
With Ryanair and Wizz Air announcing
expansion plans in Sweden and Italy
respectively we, take a closer look at
the operations of these airlines in
those countries. We also look at two
smaller, less high-profile carriers, HiSky
and SkyUp Airlines.
Some 80 new European routes from 29
airlines are analysed in detail and we
have a summary of 88 new routes in
North America, plus trends in Canada
and Mexico. Plus a profile of Billund
Airport in Denmark and six mini airport
profiles across Europe and the US.
Finally, we have news about a new
online partnership with Air Service
One, which will help bring The ANKER
Report’s detailed analysis and insights
to an even wider global audience.
Ralph Anker (ralph@anker-report.com)

www.anker-report.com

The UK government revealed its so-called ‘green’ list of 12
countries, from where passengers after 17 May would not have
to quarantine on their return, although various COVID tests
would still need to be taken. The rules made no allowance for
whether UK residents had already had one or both of their
vaccination jabs. The 12 countries contained some without any
direct air services to the UK (South Georgia and South Sandwich
Islands, St Helena and The Falkland Islands) and several
countries (such as Australia, New Zealand and Singapore) that
are basically not letting any foreigners in anyway. That left
Gibraltar, Iceland, Israel and Portugal as viable destinations.

Among Europe’s six biggest aviation travel markets, Turkey,
despite its recent restrictions, leads the way with 44.4%,
followed by Spain with 31.6%. France is not far behind on
30.5% followed by Italy (24.0%) and Germany (20.6%).
Languishing well behind, on just 15%, is Europe’s most
vaccinated country, the UK. However, seven countries perform
even worse; Malta, Finland, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Hungary,
Ireland, and, right at the bottom, Slovakia, at only just over 5%.
Remember, this is capacity rather than passengers. Given well
below average load factors, the percentage figures for
passengers will be considerably worse. This is confirmed by
looking at data for Finnish airports in April, when demand was
down 93% compared with April 2019, and for Ireland, where
Dublin traffic was down 95% in April versus 2019.
Istanbul and Moscow still battling it out among airports
Analysing May schedule data for Europe’s airports reveals that
the top five by seats are Istanbul IST, Moscow SVO, Moscow
DME, Amsterdam and Frankfurt. Then comes Paris CDG and
Madrid, while Istanbul SAW is down to eighth just ahead of
London LHR in ninth and Moscow VKO in 10th. Whether these
rankings will be the same when passenger figures for May are
published in June and early July remains to be seen.
For airlines, Turkish Airlines is set to remain number one, ahead
of Aeroflot and Ryanair, with Lufthansa and Air France rounding
out the top 5. Five of the top 12 airlines are based in either
Russia or Turkey. British Airways ranks 19th, just behind Utair
and Ural Airlines, two more Russian carriers. Across all airports
scheduled passenger flights are set to be down around 68% in
May. The equivalent figure for April, based purely on schedule
data, was 71%, suggesting a small improvement this month.

Given the current situation there, Tel
Aviv is now no longer looking like quite
such an attractive destination, while
Iceland is even less likely to be warm at
this time of the year than the UK. Which
basically just left Portugal as a mass
volume
holiday
market.
Almost
immediately, airlines in the UK such as
British Airways, easyJet, Jet2.com and
Ryanair announced additional flights to
Portugal as bookings surged. The UK
government will re-evaluate its list of
‘green’, ‘amber’ and ‘red’ countries
every three weeks, but while it says it
wants to open up air travel for summer
holidays, its actions suggest that it
would much prefer if everyone stayed
within the UK this summer.
Albania and Russia lead the way
Analysis of schedule data more than a
couple of weeks in advance is prone to
significant margins of error, given how
airlines continue to remove capacity
that they were hoping to fly in the
months ahead. However, given that we
are half way through May, The ANKER
Report has analysed schedule data for
Europe for all of May and compared it
with May 2019, to evaluate how well
Europe’s 40-plus countries compare
with regard to capacity recovery.
Leading the way is Albania, where
capacity this month is actually 6% above
the level of 2019. Air Albania and Wizz
Air are leading the way here after the
demise of Ernest Airlines. European
Russia is up at 92% of capacity versus
two years ago, thanks to its huge
domestic market and the significant
growth during the pandemic of
Aeroflot’s in-house LCC, Pobeda.
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The ANKER Report partners with Air Service One to bring you the
best of both worlds for route analysis in Europe and North America
When The ANKER Report launched in September 2017 I
made the decision to make my content available purely
as a free, downloadable pdf that could be easily printed
off or viewed on-line. Although it would have been nice
to have all the stories available as separate stories on my
website (www.anker-report.com), I did not have the
skills, time or resources to achieve this. However, thanks
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to the launch of Air Service One, all that has changed. Set
up by Jon Lassetter, my former colleague at anna.aero,
the Air Service One website will now host the individual
stories (and downloadable spreadsheets) that you have
read in The ANKER Report newsletter. In addition, the Air
Service One website (www.airserviceone.com) will host
other content of interest to airline and airport route
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analysts, airline and airport executives, consultants,
government bodies, media outlets and students. All
content is free, with no registration required. So whether
you prefer to read the stories individually on-line and
follow links to material from the most recent issues of
The ANKER Report, or download the whole newsletter in
one go as a pdf, you now have the freedom to choose.

2

French airport traffic down 68.4% in 2020; airports in Corsica retain
highest proportion of 2019 traffic along with ski resort gateways
A recently published statistical report for 2020 from UAF
(Union des Aéroports Francais) revealed that across all
French metropolitan airports (those in mainland France
and Corsica) passenger numbers were down 68.4%, from
201.38m in 2019 to 63.67m last year. The number of
airports that handled more than one million passengers
fell from 17 in 2019 to 10, while a further 17 airports
welcomed at least 100,000 passengers.
UAF includes EuroAirport Basel Mulhouse Freiburg (IATA
codes BSL and MLH) in its figures, as the airport is jointly
administered by France and Switzerland and lies
completely in France. However, most airlines use the
Swiss BSL code when operating flights to the airport, as
the Swiss city is much closer to the airport than either
Mulhouse or Freiburg. As a result, it is usually perceived
more as a Swiss airport rather than a French airport.
Three airports in French territories also handled over
one million passengers; Guadeloupe (1.27m, down 49%),
La Réunion (1.04m, down 58%) and Martinique (1.02m,
down 50%). Overall traffic at airports in the French
territories fell by 50.5%, from 12.88m in 2019 to 6.37m
last year.
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Corsican airports perform relatively well
Among airports that handled at least 100,000 passengers
in 2020, the four airports serving the French island of
Corsica (shown in blue on the graph) were among the
best performers when it came to comparing 2020 traffic
with 2019 traffic. These airports have highly seasonal
demand profiles and are dominated by domestic traffic.
In 2019, for example, international traffic made up only
18% of Bastia’s passenger numbers, with the equivalent
figure at Ajaccio being 12%.
As a result, between July and October last year, demand
for flights from the French mainland was not far short of
the levels seen in 2019. Overall, all four Corsican airports
achieved passenger levels at least 50% of what they
managed in 2019, with Figari (63.5%) leading the way
ahead of Ajaccio (58.1%), Calvi (55.1%) and Bastia
(52.1%). The less reliant the airport was on international
traffic, the better they performed.
Two other airports that performed relatively well were
Grenoble and Chambery. These are also airports with
very seasonal demand, but this time focussed on the
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winter months, as they are gateways to popular ski
resorts. Pre-pandemic, in January and February, demand
was comparable with 2019. As a result, even with very
little traffic for the rest of the year, these airports still
recorded over 50% of the traffic volumes they witnessed
in 2019.
Paris airports retain around one-third of traffic
Among other French airports, it was also the smaller
airports that relied primarily on domestic traffic that
performed best. Caen was the only one to report traffic
levels above 50% of 2019, while Perpignan, Montpellier
and Toulon all recorded demand at least 40% of what
they achieved in 2019.
Of the airports handling at least one million passengers
in 2020, only Paris ORY made the top 15 for traffic
retention, in 14th place. With its deliberate focus on
domestic traffic this is not entirely surprising. Traffic here
was just over one-third of what it was in 2019. For
comparison, Paris CDG traffic was at just 29.2% of what it
was in 2019. However, with 22.3 million passengers CDG
was still, by far, France’s busiest airport last year.

3

Ryanair announces two aircraft base from Stockholm Arlanda this
winter with 21 new routes; enters domestic market with two routes
Ryanair began serving Sweden as long ago as June 1997,
when it started operations from London STN to
Stockholm NYO. The facility lies around 100 kilometres
south-west of Stockholm. In April 2003 it made Skavsta a
base and launched six additional routes to Aarhus,
Glasgow PIK, Hamburg LBC, Oslo TRF, Paris BVA and
Tampere. Since then over 70 further destinations have
been served at one time or other by Ryanair from
Skavsta.
However, Ryanair announced the closure of the Skavsta
base at the end of 2019 citing delivery issues with its
Boeing 737 MAXs as the reason. Despite this, and the
subsequent pandemic, Ryanair was still offering 10
routes to/from Skavsta last summer and has 13
destinations listed for sale on its website for this
summer.
Other Swedish operations
Ryanair’s operation in Sweden are not limited to Skavsta.
In 1998 it began service to Malmö, followed in 2001 by
both Gothenburg GSE and Stockholm VST, all initially
served from just London STN. Capacity offered from
Swedish airports continued to grow significantly until
2008, after which annual seat capacity levelled off at just
over two million seats through to 2013.
Between 2013 and 2014 capacity was cut by almost 40%
and between 2014 and 2017 capacity was around 1.2
million seats. Capacity from Skavsta and Gothenburg was
increased in both 2018 and 2019.
Was third biggest international carrier in Sweden
Analysis of 2019 schedule data shows that Ryanair was
the third biggest carrier in Sweden for international
capacity after SAS and Norwegian. With Norwegian
drastically cutting its international offering and Wizz Air
looking at new opportunities it is not clear where
Ryanair ranks right now. Schedule data for May 2021
suggests Ryanair may have fallen to sixth place, behind
KLM, Lufthansa and Wizz Air. However, provisional
schedule data for July shows Ryanair back in third place,
behind SAS and Norwegian.
Alicante, Malaga and Stansted routes are key
Analysis of Ryanair’s leading Swedish routes in 2019, as
measured by ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres), shows the
importance of Spanish routes (shown in red) and UK
connections (shown in green). Ten of the top 15 routes
are to airports in these two countries. Of the top seven
routes, six are to just three destinations; Alicante and
Malaga in Spain and London STN.
UK, Poland and Spain top country rankings
When measured by flights rather than ASKs, the UK and
Spain are joined at the top of the rankings by Poland.
Ryanair offered a total of 10 routes between Sweden
and Poland in 2019, involving four airports in Sweden
and five airports in Poland (Gdansk, Katowice, Krakow,
Poznan and Warsaw WMI). In total, Ryanair offered
flights from Sweden to 20 countries in 2019.
Stockholm Arlanda base opening this winter
Ryanair recently announced that it would be launching a
two aircraft base from Stockholm ARN this winter, which
would enable the launch of 21 new services from the
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airport that lies around 40 kilometres north of the
Swedish capital. Of the 21 routes, only three have not
previously been served by Ryanair from Skavsta; Bologna
plus the two new domestic routes to Gothenburg and
Malmö. The decision to launch flights to Gothenburg and
Malmö represents the first time that Ryanair has offered
domestic flights in Sweden. It does not (yet?) offer such
flights in Norway, unlike Wizz Air.
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While winter schedules are still tentative at best, it
seems likely that SAS will provide direct competition on
around eight of the routes, and indirect competition on
several more, such as Brussels, London, Milan and
Warsaw. With Ryanair apparently withdrawing all
services from Skavsta this winter, that would leave only
Wizz Air serving the airport. The Budapest-based carrier
is currently offering a total of 16 routes from the airport.

4

Latest European route news
Routes launched between Saturday 17
April 2021 and Friday 14 May 2021
Aeroflot (IATA code SU) on 17 April enhanced its
connectivity to the Middle East when it launched a
weekly (Saturday) service between Moscow SVO and
Sharjah in the UAE. The 3,700-kilometre route will be
operated by the airline’s A330-300 fleet. Direct
competition comes from Nordwind Airlines, which also
operates a weekly flight (on Sundays) using its 737-800s.
Further indirect competition comes from Air Arabia
which offers 4-weekly flights from its base in Sharjah to
Moscow DME. Other destinations in the Middle East
currently served by Aeroflot from Sheremetyevo are
Aqaba in Jordan (2-weekly starting on 27 May), Dubai
DXB (daily), Tehran in Iran (2-weekly) and Tel Aviv in
Israel (4-weekly). Back in May 2019, Aeroflot also
offered non-stop service to Beirut and Dubai DWC.

airBaltic (IATA code BT) has expanded its network from
Tallinn with the introduction of service to Munich from 1
May. The 1,500-kilometre route is set to be operated 3weekly (Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays) using the
airline’s A220-300s and faces no direct competition. At
present, the carrier is looking to serve 13 destinations
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non-stop from Tallinn this summer. airBaltic recently
announced plans for a further new route to Nice, to be
operated 2-weekly starting on 2 June. Compared with
S19, the number of flights planned from Tallinn in
August is down around 30%, but the number of
destinations served is up one from 12 to 13. While
Munich and Nice have been added, Vienna has been
dropped for this summer, though schedule data
indicates the route will resume at the end of October.
Both Ryanair and Wizz Air had started connecting
Tallinn and Vienna in 2020. Wizz Air’s 2-weekly service is
set to resume from 28 June, while Ryanair’s service is
currently bookable from 1 June, initially operating 2weekly and increasing to 3-weekly in July.

AnadoluJet (IATA code TK) appears to be becoming a
more clearly defined subsidiary within Turkish Airlines,
though it continues to still use the parent company’s two
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-letter IATA code for flights. Its focus is on operating
from Istanbul SAW, while Turkish Airlines focuses on
Istanbul IST. Following the recent launch of flights from
Istanbul SAW to Basel, Hamburg, Sarajevo and Zurich
(all competing against Pegasus Airlines), AnadoluJet has
now added further new routes to Copenhagen (on 10
May) and Lyon (13 May). Both will be operated 3-weekly
initially. Maybe not surprisingly, both destinations are
also already served by Pegasus Airlines. It is worth
noting that Turkish Airlines already serves Copenhagen
(13-weekly) and Lyon (6-weekly) from its Istanbul IST
base.
Bees Airline (IATA code 7B) is a new Ukrainian carrier
which currently has two 189-seat 737-800s (ex-Ukraine
International Airlines aircraft, registrations UR-UBA and
UR-UBB) and is offering scheduled and charter flights
from Kiev IEV and Lviv. Its first scheduled routes were
from Kiev IEV to Yerevan (2-weekly from 29 April) and
Tbilisi (3-weekly from 30 April). Neither route faces
direct competition at present though both SkyUp
Airlines and Ukraine International Airlines operate both
Tbilisi and Yerevan flights from Kiev KBP. Bees Airline
has announced further scheduled services to
destinations in Bulgaria, Cyprus, Georgia and Greece, all
of which are set to start by the end of June. In addition
to the scheduled services, flightradar24.com shows that
the airline’s aircraft have been busy operating charter
flights in recent weeks from Ukraine to Antalya,
Hurghada, Marsa Alam and Sharm el-Sheikh.

Blue Air (IATA code 0B) at the end of April added three
new routes to Greece from its main base at Bucharest.
On 27 April, the carrier began 2-weekly service to
Heraklion, with a 2-weekly service to Rhodes beginning
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the following day. Two days later, on 30 April, service
was introduced to Athens. Initially the Greek capital will
be served 5-weekly, increasing to daily in June. The 760kilometre route is already served by Aegean Airlines and
TAROM, while Ryanair connected the two capital
between March 2016 and October 2020. Blue Air has
also added a new domestic route from Bucharest, to
Suceava in the north-east of the country. This service,
launched on 23 April, will operate 3-weekly using the
airline’s 737-500s and will compete directly with
TAROM’s 5-weekly service. Finally, also on 23 April, Blue
Air began 2-weekly service between Cluj-Napoca and
Paris CDG. This service will compete indirectly with Wizz
Air’s service to Paris BVA, which is scheduled to operate
up to 6-weekly in the summer peak. Paris is the first of
several new destinations Blue Air plans to launch from
Cluj-Napoca this summer.

from Hamburg after Cologne Bonn, Düsseldorf,
Frankfurt, Munich and Stuttgart. Flights to
Friedrichshafen, Nuremberg and Westerland, which
operated in S19, are yet to resume this summer, though
Eurowings plans to begin Nuremberg service from 1
June.

Chair Airlines (IATA code GM) has begun 2-weekly
service between Zurich and Podgorica in Montenegro.
The 1,020-kilometre route will be flown 2-weekly
(Thursdays and Sundays) with a third frequency set to be
added in July. Montenegro Airlines used to serve the
route, but the carrier suspended all operations last
December. Chair Airlines was formed in 2019 and is
operating from Zurich with three 150-seat A319s this
summer to 17 holiday destinations in Egypt, Croatia,
Cyprus, Greece, Kosovo, Lebanon, Montenegro and
Spain. The carrier, which was previously Germania Flug
(the Swiss subsidiary of German carrier Germania), is
now owned by Albex Aviation (50.01%) and Poland’s
Enter Air (49.99%).

easyJet (IATA code U2) on 1 May resumed service
between London LGW and Aberdeen, a route it last
served in February 2019. Frequency on the route is set
to climb quickly from 3-weekly, to 5-weekly from the
end of May, and then daily from the end of June. easyJet
already serves Aberdeen from London LTN (5-weekly
service is set to resume on 4 June) while British Airways
offers up to 4-daily flights from Heathrow. Loganair has
previously also served London SEN from Aberdeen with
multiple daily flights. easyJet’s only other service from
Aberdeen is a weekly service in winter to Geneva for ski
traffic. A second new route launched on 1 May was
between Amsterdam and Faro. Initially served weekly
(on a Saturday), frequency is set to increase to 3-weekly
from the beginning of July. The 1,970-kilometre route is
currently served by Transavia with daily flights.
flydubai (IATA code FZ) added a second route to
Moscow from Dubai DXB with the addition of weekly
(Wednesday) flights to Moscow ZIA from 12 May using
its 737-800s. The 3,650-kilometre route is already
operated 2-weekly by Ural Airlines. flydubai already
serves Moscow VKO with 5-weekly flights, a route it
launched in September 2014. This is believed to be the
17th Russian airport that flydubai has elected to serve
since its launch in June 2009. Not all of these are still
operating. An 18th airport, Perm, is set to welcome its
first flydubai service at the beginning of June, at which
point flydubai will be serving 12 airports in Russia.
Russian airports once served, but not currently bookable

for this summer according to the airline’s on-line
booking tool are Grozny, Krasnodar, Moscow SVO,
Nizhniy Novgorod, Volgograd and Voronezh.
FlyOne (IATA code 5F) began service between Chisinau
and Istanbul IST on 1 May. Initially, weekly frequency is a
little erratic, but the airline’s website shows service
stabilising at 3-weekly (Mondays, Wednesdays and
Saturdays) from the beginning of June, local travel
restrictions permitting. The 630-kilometre sector from
the Moldovan capital to Turkey’s busiest airport is
already operated by Air Moldova and Turkish Airlines.
FlyOne will operate the route with an A319. The airline’s
booking tool shows FlyOne is currently offering flights to
13 destinations from Chisinau with the other routes
being Batumi, Dublin, Eindhoven, Frankfurt HHN,
Lisbon, London LTN, Moscow VKO, Paris CDG, Parma,
St. Petersburg, Tel Aviv and Verona. Some of these have
yet to start.

HiSky (IATA code H4) has added new international
routes from three airports in Romania at the end of

Danish Air Transport (IATA code DX) on 3 May began
operating a new domestic route in Germany between
Hamburg and Saarbrücken. The 530-kilometre route will
initially be flown 2-weekly increasing to 3-weekly in
June. The carrier will use its ATR 42s on the route, which
is not currently served by any other carrier. The route
was previously flown by Luxair until early January. Prior
to the pandemic the carrier operated up to 2-daily flights
on the route. This becomes the sixth domestic route
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April. On 28 April, the carrier began connecting ClujNapoca with Lisbon and also Satu Mare with Paris BVA.
The following day it added service between Iasi and
Dublin. All three routes are set to operate 2-weekly
using the airline’s fleet of three A320-series aircraft (two
A320s and one A319) and none face direct competition.
The Satu Mare service originates in Chisinau in
neighbouring Moldova, thus creating a one-stop, same
aircraft service between Chisinau and Paris BVA.
KLM (IATA code KL) returned to Belgrade on 13 May
after a gap of three decades, with non-sop service from
Amsterdam. Initially operating 3-weekly with E190s on
the 1,410-kilometre route, frequency is set to increase to
daily in the coming months. The first flight was actually
operated by a 737-700 (PH-BGK). Competition on the
route comes from Air Serbia (operating 5-weekly at
present). KLM has previously codeshared with Air Serbia
on the route. KLM’s in-house LCC Transavia began
serving Belgrade from Amsterdam with year-round
flights in April 2017. However, according to Cirium Data
and Analytics there were just five flight on this route in
June and July 2020. KLM’s recently published Q1 figures
show that the airline carried 1.42 million passengers in

the first three months of the year. Load factor on short
and medium-haul routes was 50.7%, while long-haul

load factor was just 28.3%. The corresponding figures for
2020 Q4 were 58.0% and 31.0%. However, KLM’s cargo
load factor in Q1 was over 86.2% (up from 64.8% in 2020
Q1), which helps explain why so many of the long-haul
routes are still operating.
Loganair (IATA code LM) in early May increased its
presence at Newquay in the south-west of England by
adding non-stop service from Teesside in the north-east
of England (3-weekly from 9 May) and Manchester
(initially 2-weekly from 3 May, increasing to 5-weekly in
due course). Both routes are flown using the airline’s ERJ
-145s. easyJet will also start competing on the
Manchester route from the end of May, while Eastern
Airways is already offering service from Teesside. Back
in the summer of 2019, Flybe operated between
Manchester and Newquay with two daily flights.
Loganair also currently serves Newquay from Aberdeen,
Edinburgh and Newcastle, making it the airport’s leading
carrier for routes.
Lufthansa (IATA code LH) added a new route from both
of its two hubs in the last four weeks. On 30 April, the
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German flag-carrier began 3-weekly service between
Frankfurt and Lviv in Ukraine, using its CRJ 900s.
Frequency is set to increase to 6-weekly in June. The two
airports were previously connected by Ukraine
International Airlines. However, that carrier’s service
ended in October 2009. The 1,100-kilometre route to
Lviv is Lufthansa’s second route to Ukraine from
Frankfurt as it has long served Kiev KBP. It previously
served Lviv from Munich with daily flights until the start
of the pandemic in March 2020. ther connections
between Germany and Lviv are currently being offered
by Wizz Air, from Berlin, Dortmund and Memmingen,
while Ryanair has previously served Lviv from
Memingen and Weeze and will resume 2-weekly service
from the latter airport in early August. Meanwhile, from
Munich, Lufthansa began a weekly (Saturday) service to
Jerez in Spain on 8 May, also using CRJ 900s. This route
has previously been flown by airberlin and Condor (as
recently as last summer) and will be served this summer
by TUI fly Deutschland.

Luxair (IATA code LG) expanded its presence in Tunisia at
the beginning of May with the launch of a new route on
7 May from Luxembourg to Tunis. The 2-weekly service
will operate on Mondays and Fridays. There is no
competition on the 1,460-kilometre route. Two days
later, the carrier resumed service to Monastir, after a
seven-year hiatus. This route will also be served 2weekly (Thursdays and Sundays) and replaces the
airline’s previous service to Enfidha. Luxair also flies to
Djerba, a destination it has served for several years.
Luxair also plans to launch several more new routes this
summer, including to destinations in France, Germany,
Greece, Norway and Serbia.
Nordwind Airlines (IATA code N4) on 24 April began
weekly (Saturday/Sunday) service between Nizhniy
Novgorod in Russia and Yerevan in Armenia using its 737
-800s and A321s. The 1,790-kilometre route is also flown
weekly by Pegasfly and Ural Airlines according to Cirium
Data and Analytics. Nordwind’s service departs Russia at
21:25 arriving in Armenia at 01:10 on Sunday morning.
The return flight leaves Yerevan at 02:05 and arrives
back at Nizhniy Novgorod at 03:50. Last year the Russian
airport handled 574,000 passengers, down 48% on the
1.11 million passengers processed in 2019. This month,
Nordwind is offering non-stop service from a total of 11
Russian airports to Yerevan, according to Cirium Data
and Analytics. This compares with just one (Moscow
SVO) in summer 2019.
Pegas Fly (IATA code EO and formerly known as Ikar
Airlines) started connecting St. Petersburg with
Düsseldorf with a weekly (Saturday) service on 24 April
using its 110-seat E190s. The 1,750-kilometre route is
also served 4-weekly by Aeroflot, which recently
resumed service between the two airports. Since 2005,
the two airports have also been linked by airberlin (May
2009 to January 2013), germanwings/Eurowings (June
2014 to August 2015), Lufthansa (April 2009 to May
2014) and Rossiya (January 2005 to March 2014), as well
as Aeroflot (since March 2014). Pegas Fly now offers two
routes to German airports, as it also connects St.
Petersburg with Berlin on a weekly basis, a route it
started on 4 March. According to planespotters.net the
airline has a fleet of 15 aircraft, comprising five E190s,
five 737s, four 767-300s and one 777-200.

Pobeda (IATA code DP) now operates from a second
airport in Moscow. Having developed a major presence
at Moscow VKO since it launched operations in
December 2014, Aeroflot’s in-house LCC is now joining
its parent company in offering flights from Moscow SVO.
The first three destinations to be served are Perm (from
2 May), Cheboksary and Makhachkala (both from 11
May). All three routes will be flown daily using the
carrier’s 737-800s and the Makhachkala and Perm
routes will face competition from Aeroflot. Nordwind
Airlines also operates on the 1,160-kilometre Perm
route. Pobeda is planning to launch a further six routes
from Sheremetyevo at the start of June (including
international routes to Latvia and Turkey) and two more
at the beginning of July.

Ryanair (IATA code FR) launched four new domestic
routes at the beginning of May, three in Italy and one in
Spain. The three Italian routes were Cagliari-Perugia,
Lamezia Terme-Perugia and Palermo-Trieste. All three
will be served 2-weekly, on Mondays and Fridays, and
face no direct competition. All three routes did operate
briefly over Christmas and New Year. The fourth new

route is between Malaga and Valencia. The 470kilometre route will operate on Tuesdays and Saturdays
and faces competition from Iberia, which currently flies
weekly between the two airports (increasing to 2-weekly
in June) using ATR 72s operated by Air Nostrum.
S7 Airlines (IATA code S7) has grown its Moscow DME
network further with the addition of six new routes
during the last four weeks. Two of these were to airports
in Germany. Hannover welcomed a weekly (Monday)
service on 3 May, followed on 6 May by the addition of a
weekly (Thursday) service to Cologne Bonn. Both routes
will be flown utilising the airline’s A320 fleet and neither
route faces direct competition. The airline’s other new
routes from Domodedovo, all operated with just a single
weekly flight, were Bologna (from 3 May), Casablanca in
Morocco (from 30 April), Dubai (from 30 April) and
Tamchy in Kyrgyzstan (from 4 May). At 4,260 kilometres
the Casablanca route becomes the airline’s longest
international route from Moscow, though three
domestic sectors to Russia’s far east are actually longer.
The Dubai route is already served by Emirates (daily)
and Ural Airlines (weekly), while Royal Air Maroc
competes on the Casablanca route with 2-weekly flights.

SkyUp Airlines (IATA code PQ) has launched several
routes between its various bases in Ukraine and airports
in the Caucasus. From Odessa the airline now serves
Batumi and Tbilisi in Georgia as well as Yerevan in

Pegasus Airlines (IATA code PC) resumed service on the
1,030-kilometre between Istanbul SAW and Batumi in
Georgia on 7 May. It previously served the route
between October 2012 and March 2014. Flights will now
operate on Mondays and Fridays and will not face any
direct competition. However, Turkish Airlines currently
offers 3-weekly service between Istanbul IST and
Batumi. Pegasus already served the Georgian capital
Tbilisi from Istanbul SAW and Antalya.
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Latest European route news
Armenia, with all services operating 2-weekly with the
airline’s 737-800s. Links to Batumi and Tbilisi have also
been added from Lviv, with Batumi welcoming a third
new service from Kharkiv as well. The end of April also
saw the carrier add new links from Kharkiv to Istanbul
IST (3-weekly, competing with Turkish Airlines) and from
Kiev KBP to Tivat in Montenegro. As a result of these
new services Batumi, Istanbul and Tivat will be the only
airports served by SkyUp Airlines from all five of its
bases in Ukraine this summer.
Smartavia (IATA code 5N) at the end of April began four
new domestic routes from its base at St. Petersburg.
Krasnodar (competing with Aeroflot, Azimuth Airlines,
Pobeda and Redwing) and Volgograd (competing with
Pobeda) will both be served daily using the airline’s mix
of 737-800s and 737-700s. Orenburg (already served by
Aeroflot) and Tyumen (already served by Aeroflot and
Utair) will both be served 3-weekly. In addition,
Smartavia also launched daily service between Moscow
DME and Krasnodar, a route already operated by Alrosa
Airlines, S7 Airlines and Ural Airlines.

SunExpress (IATA code XQ) on 2 May launched service
between Düsseldorf and Zonguldak in northern Turkey.
Initially operating weekly, frequency is set to increase to
2-weekly by the end of May, travel restrictions
permitting. Pre-pandemic, Zonguldak welcomed just
28,837 passengers in 2019, of which just under 8,000
were on international flights. The SunExpress website is
currently offering flights to 23 destinations from
Düsseldorf this summer; 20 in Turkey, plus Beirut in
Lebanon, Erbil in Iraq and Hurghada in Egypt.
Transavia France (IATA code TO) has begun serving
Corsica for the first time, with the addition on Thursday
13 May (a public holiday in France) of five routes split
between Ajaccio and Bastia. Montpellier welcomed
service to both Ajaccio and Bastia, as did Nantes, while
Brest celebrated service to Ajaccio (with Bastia service
starting in June). Frequency on these routes varies
between weekly and 4-weekly, depending on the route
and the month. Volotea competes on all five routes
while easyJet is also present on the Nantes-Bastia route.
Transavia France also recently began two new routes
from Toulon. On 25 April, the LCC began 2-weekly
service between Toulon and Nantes, with Toulon-Brest
service (also 2-weekly) commencing the following day.
The latter route is already served 2-weekly (Fridays and

Sundays) by TUI fly Belgium. The 755-kilometre ToulonNantes route was previously served by Volotea between
June 2012 and September 2013. Transavia France
launched its first domestic route from Toulon in March
when service to Paris ORY was introduced. Finally,
Transavia France has added a 3-weekly service on 13
May to Palma de Mallorca from both Lyon and Nantes.
The Lyon route will also be served this summer by
easyJet (up to 6-weekly flights), Volotea (2-weekly) and
Vueling (2-weekly) while the Nantes route is also already
served by Volotea and Vueling.
Turkish Airlines (IATA code TK), with apparently very
little fanfare, launched a new long-haul service on 2 May
between Istanbul IST and Vancouver. The 9,610kilometre route will be flown 3-weekly using the Star
Alliance carrier’s 787-9s. This becomes the carrier’s third
route to Canada as it already serves Toronto and
Montreal. Due to the restrictive bilateral agreements
between Canada and the UAE and Qatar, none of the
three global Middle East carriers (Emirates, Etihad
Airways and Qatar Airways) serves Vancouver.
However, Qatar Airways recently began serving SeattleTacoma (around 200 kilometres south of Vancouver)
from Doha.
Volotea (IATA code V7) has also been adding new
domestic connections in France recently. Lyon-Nantes

and Montpellier-Caen will both operate 2-weekly on
Mondays and Fridays during the summer season using
A319s. However, both routes were launched on
Thursday 13 May, which is a public holiday in France
(Ascension Day). Originally, both routes had been
scheduled to start in early April. The Lyon-Nantes route
is already served by Air France (up to 4-daily flights) and
easyJet (up to 2-daily flights). According to Cirium Data
and Analytics schedule information, this brings to 45 the
number of French domestic routes being offered by
Volotea at the end of May.
Vueling (IATA code VY) joined easyJet in connecting
London LGW with Valencia when it began 2-weekly
service between the two airports on 3 May. easyJet has
been operating the route with up to 3-daily flights since
March 2005. However, due to the current travel
restrictions from the UK it is not currently flying the
route, though service is set to resume on 28 May
according to the airline’s on-line booking tool. Service
will return to at least daily by the end of June. Vueling
also plans to increase frequency to daily during the
summer period. British Airways also connected these
two airports until March 2019 when it moved service to
London LHR. In the pre-pandemic summer of 2019 other
services between London and Valencia included easyJet
from Luton (3-weekly) and Ryanair from Stansted (10weekly).
Wizz Air (IATA code W6) has again been busy launching
an interesting selection of new routes across Europe
during the last four weeks. In chronological order they
were; Larnaca to Tel Aviv (3-weekly from 20 April
competing with three other carriers), Bacau to Turin
(weekly from 24 April, increasing to 3-weekly by July),
Kiev IEV to Rome FCO (3-weekly from 28 April,
previously served by Alitalia and Ernest Airlines), Milan
MXP to Olbia (2-weekly from 29 April, competing with
easyJet), Chisinau to Eindhoven (weekly from 30 April,
increasing to 2-weekly from mid-June), Warsaw WAW to
Palma de Mallorca (weekly from 30 April) and Larnaca
to Kharkiv (weekly from 2 May, increasing to 2-weekly in
mid-June and competing with SkyUp Airlines). Finally, on
14 May, Wizz Air began two new routes from its
Albanian base in Tirana to Malmö in Sweden (2-weekly
initially, then 3-weekly in June) and Rome CIA (2-weekly
initially, increasing to 5-weekly by mid-summer).
Another four new routes are set to launch from Tirana in
the next few weeks to three destinations in Italy
(Ancona, Genoa, Pescara) and one in Sweden
(Stockholm NYO).
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Billund traffic doubled between 2006 and 2019 with Ryanair and
Wizz Air adding most new routes; KLM, Lufthansa & SAS feed hubs
Located in central Denmark, Billund has a modest
population of just under 7,000 people. It is best known
as the home of Lego, the toy company famous for its
plastic building bricks. The company built its own airfield
in the early 1960s, which has evolved into Billund
Airport. The world famous visitor attraction Legoland,
which opened in 1968, is within walking distance of the
airport’s terminal, which is to the north of the town. Prepandemic it attracted over two million visitors each year.
Over 3.7 million passengers in 2019
Passenger numbers at the airport doubled between 1992
and 1997 from one million to two million. Over the next
six years passenger numbers fell steadily to 1.6 million in
2003. Since then, the airport has grown steadily with
only 2006 and 2009 seeing a downturn in demand, prior
to the pandemic of 2020. Passenger numbers peaked at
3.72 million in 2019, making it easily Denmark’s second
busiest airport after Copenhagen (with 30.3 million).
July is busiest month
The airport’s seasonality profile has been extremely
stable, with passenger numbers climbing steadily from
January until peaking in July, after which demand trails
off again until the end of the year. In 2019 the July peak
of 425,000 passengers was double the number
welcomed in January and February.
Ryanair is leading airline
The Irish ULCC began serving Billund in November 2006
from Pisa, followed in October 2007 by London STN and
Girona service, and then Alicante in December 2007.
Milan BGY and Edinburgh followed in 2008. By 2013, a
total of 21 destinations were being offered by Ryanair,
which had made the airport a designated base the
previous year.
A total of 32 routes have been offered by the carrier
from Billund including three new routes set to start later
this year; Bologna, Gdansk and Chania. Other new routes
added in recent years include Athens (2018), Dublin
(2019), Manchester (2019), Prague (2019) and Vienna
(2020).
Other leading (U)LCCs present in Billund in 2019 were
Wizz Air and Norwegian. Wizz Air was operating from 11
airports in S19 having added Kiev IEV, Krakow, Timisoara
and Vienna since the summer of 2018. Its first services to
Billund had been from Gdansk and Vilnius in 2015.
Norwegian served Oslo and Copenhagen, as well as
several holiday destinations in Portugal and Spain in
2019. However, this year, the new slimmed down
Norwegian is only offering year-round flights to Oslo
KLM busier than SAS in 2019
Among flag-carriers, KLM led the way in 2019, with its
multiple-daily service to Amsterdam, followed by SAS
which offered daily flights to all of three of its
Scandinavian hubs. Fellow Star Alliance carrier Lufthansa
also operated multiple-daily service to its Frankfurt hub.
Other flag-carriers present in 2019 were Air France,
airBaltic, British Airways, Brussels Airlines, Finnair,
Icelandair, LOT Polish Airlines and Turkish Airlines. Not
all of these carriers have yet resumed service in 2021,
though most appear to plan to by August.
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Leading country markets

SWISS and Vueling new for 2021

The UK, Netherlands and Germany were the leading
country markets for scheduled seats in 2019, while
Poland and Romania were the fastest-growing country
markets that year, thanks to Wizz Air’s new routes
previously mentioned. The domestic market ranked sixth
just after Norway in fifth place.

Billund hopes to welcome three new airlines in 2021;
Animawings (2-weekly from Bucharest in June), SWISS (2
-weekly from Zurich in July) and Vueling (from Barcelona,
Malaga and Palma de Mallorca starting in June). The
latter is, in effect, replacing Norwegian on these Spanish
routes, two of which are also still served by Ryanair.
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SkyUp Airlines plans to operate over 100 routes this summer from
airports in Ukraine with fleet of 11 737s; first UK route set for June
Ukraine’s SkyUp Airlines (IATA code PQ) was founded in
June 2017 and operated its first flight in May 2018. It is
closely linked to the local tour operator Join UP! which
was founded in 2002. Initially operating mostly charter
flights, the airline has since developed an extensive
network from its main base in Kiev. Originally the carrier
operated from Kiev IEV but moved its operations to Kiev
KBP in June 2019.
Fleet of 11 Boeing 737s
The airline’s fleet of 11 737s consists of a mix of three
215-seat -900ERs, six 189-seat -800s and two 149-seat 700s. An additional -900 (ex-Jet Airways) is expected to
join the fleet before the end of 2021.
Notably, one of the -700s is painted in a scheme to
promote the successful football team Shakhtar Donetsk,
which has won the Ukrainian Premier League 13 times in
the last 20 years and is therefore seen regularly playing
in the UEFA Champions League tournament. However,
due to the border conflict with Russia in the east of
Ukraine, the team has been playing its home matches at
other venues since 2014; first in Lviv, then in Kharkiv and
since May 2020 in Kiev.

Over 100 routes currently planned for S21
According to the airline it operated 12,198 flights in 2019
and carried 1.71 million passengers (making 140
passengers per flight). Last year saw traffic at Kiev KBP
fall by 66% to 5.16 million, so it is safe to assume that
the airline’s traffic also fell significantly. Despite the ongoing uncertainty around travel restrictions in and
around Europe, the airline’s website shows that the
carrier is planning to operate at least 100 routes this
summer.
The table below shows the routes currently available on
the airline’s website. This is a very dynamic situation as
during the analysis of the carrier Gdansk was removed as
one of the available destinations. Many of these are set
to launch at some point this summer, though several
routes have seen their start dates pushed back on more
than one occasion.
Around half the planned routes are from Kiev, with the
remaining routes spread across four other airports in
Ukraine. Just three destinations appear to be served non
-stop from all five Ukrainian airports: Batumi in Georgia,
Tivat in Montenegro and Istanbul.

German operations and others on hold
News reports had indicated that SkyUp Airlines planned
to start operations to a number of destinations in
Germany this summer, but these appear currently to be
on hold. Other potential destinations mentioned, that
are also not yet bookable include Amman in Jordan,
Copenhagen, Milan MXP and Stockholm. The airline’s
first service to the UK (London LTN) is set to launch on 24
June with 3-weekly flights.

SkyUp Airlines network in 2021
Base (routes)

Domestic

CIS/Caucasus

Central Europe

Western Europe

Other

Kiev (51)

Odessa

Almaty, Batumi,
Tashkent, Tbilisi,
Yerevan

Belgrade, Bourgas, Bratislava,
Brno, Dubrovnik, Katowice,
Lodz, Pardubice, Prague, Pula,
Split, Tirana, Tivat, Varna

Alicante, Barcelona, Bari, Bodrum, Bologna, Catania, Corfu,
Helsinki, Heraklion, Istanbul, Izmir, Lamezia Terme, Larnaca,
Lisbon, London LTN, Lyon, Malaga, Malta, Marseille, Milan BGY,
Naples, Nice, Palma de Mallorca, Paris BVA, Rhodes, Rimini, Rome
FCO, Tenerife TFS, Turku, Zakynthos

Dubai

Lviv (16)

Odessa,
Zaporizhzhia

Batumi, Tbilisi

Bourgas, Bratislava, Tirana,
Tivat

Barcelona, Heraklion, Istanbul, Larnaca, Naples, Rhodes

Dubai,
Tel Aviv

Kharkiv (15)

Odessa

Batumi, Tbilisi

Bourgas, Bratislava, Tirana,
Tivat

Barcelona, Heraklion, Istanbul, Larnaca, Prague, Rhodes, Rimini

Dubai

Zaporizhzhia (11)

Lviv, Odessa

Batumi

Bourgas, Prague, Tirana, Tivat

Barcelona, Heraklion, Istanbul, Larnaca

Odessa (9)

Kharkiv, Kiev, Lviv,
Zaporizhzhia

Batumi, Tbilisi,
Yerevan

Tivat

Istanbul

Source: SkyUp.aero website
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Wizz Air announces four aircraft base at Rome FCO as Italian growth
continues in 2021; Vueling and Ryanair still bigger at Fiumicino in S21
The news that Wizz Air was going to announce a major
new base at Rome’s main airport might have sent waves
of panic through the corridors of Alitalia’s head office.
The Italian flag-carrier may have been concerned that
the aggressive ULCC might do what it did when it
announced its base in Oslo last year, and focus on highdensity domestic routes. However, that is not the
strategy that Wizz Air has chosen to adopt in Rome.
The four aircraft base, starting in July, will add 32 new
routes and 88 weekly flights, but none will be to
destinations in Italy. All routes will be served at least 2weekly but the average weekly frequency is less than
three. The new destinations by country are:
Bulgaria: Sofia
Croatia: Dubrovnik, Split
Cyprus: Larnaca
Czech Republic: Prague
Egypt: Alexandria, Hurghada, Sharm El-Sheikh
Estonia: Tallinn
France: Nice
Greece: Corfu, Heraklion, Mykonos, Santorini, Zakynthos
Iceland: Reykjavik KEF
Israel: Tel Aviv
Kosovo: Pristina
Morocco: Casablanca, Marrakech
Netherlands: Eindhoven
Portugal: Faro
Romania: Constanta, Satu Mare, Targu Mures
Spain: Fuerteventura, Tenerife TFS
Turkey: Antalya, Bodrum
UK: Liverpool, London LTN
Ukraine: Kharkiv

each, and Corfu, Dubrovnik, Prague and Split with three
each. The only two routes of Wizz Air’s 32 new routes on
which Alitalia is currently set to operate at least daily
service in July are Nice and Tel Aviv.
Wizz Air targets outbound leisure traffic
At a press conference announcing the new base, the
airline’s CCO talked about supporting Italy’s economic
recovery and offering a wide range of affordable
destinations at low fares. The network, at least in
summer, seems to be focussed on taking Italians out of
the country to enjoy holidays in Croatia, Cyprus, Egypt,
Greece, Morocco, Portugal, Spain and the south of
France. The nearest thing to a business route is a daily
service to London LTN. Although the Luton route faces
no direct competition, Alitalia and British Airways
connect Fiumicino with Heathrow, while easyJet and
Vueling offer flights to Gatwick. In addition, Ryanair
connects Rome CIA with Stansted.
Of these 32 routes, 12 have not been served by any
other scheduled carrier since the beginning of 2019,
according to analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics
schedule information. Those airports are Alexandria,
Antalya, Bodrum, Constanta, Eindhoven, Faro, Hurghada,
Marrakech, Pristina, Satu Mare, Tallinn and Targu Mures.
Back in August 2019, the routes with the most carriers
competing from Rome FCO were Tel Aviv with five
carriers, followed by Heraklion and Mykonos with four
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Wizz Air served Rome CIA on its first day of operation
Unusually in Europe, Rome’s second airport at Ciampino
is actually closer to downtown (around 12 kilometres),
than its main airport at Fiumicino (around 20
kilometres). However, Ciampino’s operations are
severely constrained. Wizz Air has been serving Rome
since the very first day of operations back on 19 May
2004, when one of the airline’s first flights was from
Katowice to Rome CIA. Budapest service to Rome CIA
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began the following month. By the end of 2020 a further
dozen routes had been launched at some point. Flights
from Ciampino to Tirana began last week on 14 May.
Wizz Air began serving Rome FCO in late 2007 when it
began flights from Budapest, Cluj-Napoca, Sofia and
Targu Mures. Subsequently it has served the airport
from a further 20 airports. Since the start of the
pandemic it has launched four routes to Rome FCO; Iasi
(in June 2020), Bacau and Catania (both last October,
with Catania Wizz Air’s only Rome domestic route) and
Kiev IEV, which launched as recently as 28 April this year.
Still behind Ryanair and Vueling at Fiumicino
With international travel rules and regulations within
Europe changing on an almost daily basis, airline
schedule data for July is still subject to significant
changes. However, at present, with over 90 planned
weekly departures (including on routes that were
already operating from Rome FCO before this latest
announcement), Wizz Air would rank fourth for weekly
departures, behind not only Alitalia, but also Vueling
(over 200 planned weekly departures) and Ryanair
(around 130).
However, as we have all experienced during the last 14
months, plans can change, especially when it comes to
border controls and travel rules. Alitalia’s future remains
unclear, so it seems likely that other carriers may sense
an opportunity to expand in the Italian capital. We’ll see.
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HiSky finally launches from Moldova; currently offering 12 scheduled
routes from Chisinau and three airports in Romania using 3 Airbus
HiSky (IATA code H4) finally operated its first commercial
flight on 5 March 2021 between Chisinau in Moldova and
Hurghada in Egypt. The airline had been hoping to start
flights last year but this was repeatedly delayed due to
the pandemic. HiSky, not to be confused with Hi Fly
(IATA code 5K) the Portuguese charter airline, has
operating certificates in Moldova and neighbouring
Romania. As a result, the airline’s website shows it
planning to operate flights from Chisinau as well as ClujNapoca, Iasi and Satu Mare in Romania. The airline’s CEO
is Iulian Scorpan who was formerly CEO of Air Moldova.
12 routes currently available to book
The airline currently has three aircraft; two 180-seat
A320s (YR-BEE and YR-SKY) and one 144-seat A319 (ERSKY, formerly with South African Airways). According to
flightradar24.com none of the aircraft are being used
that intensively just yet.
Based on analysis of the airline’s website on Sunday 16
May, the following 12 routes were available to book:
Chisinau - Dublin: launching 2 June, 2-weekly
(Wednesdays and Saturdays)
Chisinau - Frankfurt FRA: launching 5 June, 2-weekly
(Mondays and Saturdays)
Chisinau - Istanbul: launched 30 April, 2-weekly
(Mondays and Fridays)

(Wednesdays and Sundays)

Charter flights to Egypt

Iasi - Dublin: launched 29 April, 2-weekly (operating
Mondays and Thursdays)

Analysis of operations data on flightradar24.com for the
airline’s three aircraft shows the aircraft operating a
number of charter services in recent weeks, notably
between Cluj-Napoca and Hurghada, and between
Suceava and Hurghada. It seems likely that charter flights
will continue to be a key part of the airline’s operations.

Given the uncertainty around European travel
restrictions, some of these start dates may yet slip into
later months. Although not currently bookable from any
airport, London STN and Tel Aviv are both listed in the
airline’s on-line booking tool. When the airline was due
to launch last year its route network from Chisinau also
included Bologna and Düsseldorf, neither of which
currently feature in the airline’s plans.
Looking at the seven cities that HiSky plans to serve from
Chisinau this summer, all of them are also likely to be
served by both Air Moldova and FlyOne, though not
always using the same airport at the destination. In
addition, Aeroflot and S7 Airlines will compete for
passengers on the Moscow route, Lufthansa will
compete on the Frankfurt route, Turkish Airlines on the
Istanbul route, and Wizz Air on the Paris route.
Industry wisdom suggests that given the likely market
size of these routes (even before the pandemic), the
chances of three, four or even five carriers (on the
Moscow route) being profitable is unlikely at best. It will
be interesting to look at these markets next summer.

Chisinau - Lisbon: launching 3 June, weekly (Thursdays)
Chisinau - Moscow DME: launching 1 June, daily
Chisinau - Paris BVA: launched 9 May, 2-weekly
(Wednesdays and Sundays)
Chisinau - St. Petersburg: launching 10 June, 2-weekly
(Thursdays and Sundays)
Cluj-Napoca - Dublin: launching 3 June, 2-weekly
(Mondays and Thursdays)
Cluj-Napoca - Lisbon: launched 28 April, 2-weekly
(operating Wednesdays and Sundays)
Satu Mare - Frankfurt FRA: launching 5 June, 2-weekly
(Mondays and Saturdays)
Satu Mare - Paris BVA: launched 28 April, 2-weekly
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Corendon
...
HaugesundAirlines
sees Norwegian
and SAS compete on key Oslo route
Located on Norway’s south-west coast between Stavanger
and Bergen, Haugesund has a population of around 40,000.
The town’s airport, which opened in 1975, ranked as the
country’s 11th busiest in 2019 with just over 620,000
passengers. Annual passenger numbers have been stable at
between 600,000 and 700,000 throughout the last decade. In
May 2019 the airport stopped being part of Avinor and
became an independent business.
Domestic flights generated 477,000 passengers in 2019,
representing 77% of the total. That year, Norwegian and SAS
both operated year-round, multiple-daily flights to Oslo (a
sector length of 340 kilometres). The other domestic route
currently being served is to Bergen, a route that Widerøe
resumed after a three-year hiatus in September 2019. These
are the only three services currently operating at the airport.
Wizz Air began Oslo service last December, but the service is
currently suspended with the airline’s website showing a
planned resumption in June. Wizz Air is also responsible for
the airport’s only year-round international service (in normal
circumstances) to Gdansk. This operation is also currently
suspended until June.
Ryanair offers seasonal services to Alicante and Malaga,
making Haugesund the only Norwegian airport it operates to
from outside of the Oslo area. In addition, the airport typically
welcomes a number of chart operations to destinations in and
around the Mediterranean during the summer holiday period.

Newquay prepares to welcome easyJet with three new routes
Rebranded as Cornwall Airport Newquay in 2015, the airport
serving the south-west of the UK also shares its runway with
RAF St Mawgan. Prior to the start of the pandemic passenger
numbers had been stable for three years at just over 450,000.
This represented a considerable recovery from 2012 and 2013
when fewer than 200,000 passengers passed through the
airport.
In 2019, the airport’s busiest domestic routes were to London
LHR (141k passengers), Manchester (82k), London LGW (40k),
Birmingham (21k), Leeds Bradford (18k), Isles of Scilly (17k)
and London SEN (16k). Flybe had moved its Gatwick service to
Heathrow at the start of S19. When Flybe failed in early 2020,
British Airways took up the route starting in July 2020.
However, this service only operated during the peak summer
period according to Cirium Data and Analytics.
Eastern Airways (from Leeds Bradford and Teesside) and
Loganair (from Edinburgh, Manchester, Newcastle and
Teesside) now also operate domestic routes to Newquay, with
easyJet set to start service from Glasgow and Manchester in
late May and London LGW in early June. Aer Lingus will begin
Belfast City service at the end of June.
International services are provided by Aer Lingus to Cork and
Dublin, Eurowings will again serve Düsseldorf this summer,
while Ryanair offers 2-weekly, seasonal service to Alicante
and Faro, while Edelweiss Air will begin Zurich flights in July.

Zakynthos doubled traffic between 2012 and 2018; popular with Brits
Located in the Ionian Sea, the island of Zakynthos in western
Greece is a popular tourist destination, in particular for
northern Europeans. The airport serving the island has been
operated by Fraport Greece since 2017 and a refurbishment
of the airport’s terminal was completed earlier this year.
Between 2000 and 2013, passenger numbers had been
consistently between 850,000 and one million. However,
between 2013 and 2019 traffic grew by 80% to 1.8 million,
dominated by international traffic.
Seasonality at the airport is extreme with typically around
3,000 international passengers each month between
November and March, and then over 400,000 passengers in
the peak summer months. According to Fraport Greece, the
leading country markets in 2019 were the UK (734k pax),
Poland (245k), the Netherlands (174k) and Italy (121k).
According to Cirium Data and Analytics, the leading scheduled
airlines at the airport in 2019 were TUI Airways, Thomas Cook
Airlines (now defunct) and Jet2.com. Domestic services to
Athens were operated by both Olympic Air and Sky Express.
Last year, international traffic was down by 77%, while
domestic traffic fell by 70%.
This summer, several airlines are planning new routes to the
island including Blue Air, easyJet (from Luton), Ryanair and
Wizz Air. The latter two are currently planning to launch a
total of 13 new routes to the island from their various bases.
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North America welcomes 88 new routes in last four weeks involving
100 airports as US demand reaches 65% of pre-pandemic level
Since our first look at the North American market four
weeks ago, there have been plenty of developments
worthy of note. With Easter occurring at the beginning
of April, passenger numbers relative to the same dates in
2019 saw a new post-pandemic peak of 60% being
reached on 31 March and staying at over 60% for a
fortnight. Traffic then dipped back below 60% (but still
above 55%) for three weeks before breaking through the
60% mark again on 4 May. On 12 May, it passed 65% for
the first time as the US market continues to see a steady
recovery in 2021
Airlines launch 88 new routes in last four weeks
During the last four weeks (17 April to 14 May) The
ANKER Report has identified 88 new routes launched by
airlines across North America, the vast majority (70)
being US domestic routes. There were eight routes
between the US and Mexico, four Canadian domestic
routes and three routes between the US and Colombia.
There was one Mexican domestic route, one route
between the US and Israel, and one route between
Canada and Turkey thanks to Turkish Airlines.
The 88 routes were flown by a total of 17 airlines of
which 13 were US carriers, two were from Mexico with
one each from Canada (Flair) and Turkey. American
launched 17 routes followed by Southwest with 16 and
Delta with 10. Newcomer Avelo launched nine routes
from its Burbank base in California.
Competition exists on 37 routes
In terms of competition, 51 of the new routes do not, at
present, face direct competition. That means that 37 of
the routes airlines have chosen to launch will face direct
competition from at least one other carrier. On 22 of
these routes competition comes from just one
competitor, while a further six routes are already served
by two other carriers. Three routes have three
competitors. A total of six routes are already served by
four other carriers; Las Vegas to Chicago ORD (with
Southwest joining), Los Angeles to San Jose del Cabo
(with Spirit joining), Chicago ORD to Tampa (with
Southwest joining), Chicago ORD to Fort Myers (with
Southwest joining), Austin to Orlando (with American
joining) and Austin to Las Vegas (with American joining).
100 airports welcomed a new service
A total of 100 airports welcomed at least one of the 88
new routes launched in the last four weeks. Leading the
way with nine new routes was Burbank, thanks to the
launch of Avelo’s base there. Next up were Las Vegas
(which led the way last month) and New York LGA both
with seven, Houston IAH with six, and Austin and
Minneapolis-St. Paul with five each. Looking at a state
level, California came top this month with 24 new
services followed by Texas (17), Florida (14) and New
York (12). Last month Florida had been top ahead of
California.
American biggest US carrier by seats in May
Analysis of schedule data for May shows that American
has a healthy lead over its nearest rivals, Delta and
Southwest, in terms of seats offered from US airports. It
is also beating its two closest rivals in terms of its
capacity as a percentage of that offered in pre-pandemic
May 2019. However, while American is offering 80% of
seats compared with two years ago, other carriers are
doing even better. Alaska Airlines is at 81%, Sun Country
at 89% and Spirit Airlines at 96%. Leading the way, by
offering more capacity in May 2021 than they did in May
2019, are Allegiant Air at 101% and Frontier Airlines at
almost 105%.
Salt Lake City and Miami seats up compared with 2019
Among the top 20 US airports (those offering the most
seats in May 2021), two are already offering more seats
than they did in May 2019. They are Salt Lake City (at
104.3%), where the airport’s leading airline Delta has
grown capacity by 7%, and Miami (at 101.1%), where the
arrival of JetBlue and Southwest, as well as the growth of
Frontier, has more than offset the drop in international
capacity.
At the other end of the ranking comes San Francisco,
where capacity is at only 38% of May 2019, with all the
leading carriers there having cut capacity and
international capacity to Asia and Europe down 81%.
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Southwest Florida International Airport is fastest-growing US airport
in May, as Florida’s airports again lead the way for growth in flights
Analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics schedule
information for May 2021 and May 2019 shows that six
of the top 12 airports with the biggest increase in the
number of flights compared with two years ago are all in
Florida. Whereas Sarasota/Bradenton led the way in
April, it has slipped to second in May, as Fort Myers has
taken over the top spot.
Fort Myers has gained 300 departures
Opened in 1983 and initially branded as Southwest
Florida Regional Airport (IATA code RSW for Regional
South-West), the airport is located a few kilometres
southeast of Fort Myers. Compared with May 2019, the
airport is offering almost 300 more departures this May,
an increase of 53%. The gain has come from all airlines
serving the airport, with Southwest (86 additional flights)
leading the way, followed by Spirit Airlines (56), Delta
(42), United (41), American (36) and Frontier (29). The
airport now has non-stop service to nine airports it was
not connected to in May 2019, including Buffalo, Dallas
DAL, Grand Rapids, Houston HOU, Orlando and
Washington IAD.
Compared with April, the top 12 in May has seen ‘new
entries’ for Bozeman in Montana, Jackson Hole in
Wyoming, Pensacola in Florida and Nantucket in
Massachusetts. The first two are gateways to wilderness
and wide open spaces, which are proving popular
options during the pandemic, as people are looking for
healthy holiday options. The increase of 79 more weekly
departures at Bozeman is again spread across several
carriers with Delta (25) ahead of American (24), Alaska
Airlines (19) and Southwest (15). Similarly, the increase
of 72 weekly flights at Jackson Hole has been shared out
between American (27), Delta (18), United (14) and
Alaska Airlines (10).
Avelo’s second base will be in Connecticut
Having successfully launched operations from Hollywood
Burbank Airport in California on 28 April, Avelo Airlines
has already announced the location of its second base,
which is set to open in the third quarter of 2021. Tweed
New Haven Airport (IATA code HVN, Tweed is the name
of the airport’s first manager) promotes itself as
Southern Connecticut’s Airport and its only commercial
service at present is to Philadelphia with American
Airlines. Nearby New Haven is home to Yale University.
The main airport serving Connecticut is in Hartford, the
state capital.
Mexico domestic traffic at 73.5% of 2019 figure
Analysis of the latest passenger figures from Mexico
shows that the country’s airlines carried 3.17 million
passengers on domestic routes in March. This was up 1%
on March 2020, but, more significantly, down 26.5%
compared with March 2019, or at 73.5% of 2019 figures.
Volaris continued to be the leading domestic airline with
1.21 million passengers in March, representing just over
38% of the total market. Next came Vivaaerobus with
29.4%, ahead of Aeromexico (16.7%) and Aeromexico
Connect (12.8%).
International passenger numbers were 2.14 million in
March, which is down 66.5% compared with two years
earlier. The leading carriers for international passengers
in March were American (446k), United (293k) and Delta
(231k) followed by Aeromexico (219k).
Little sign of traffic recovery in Canada so far
North of the US border in Canada, things are not looking
so good. The latest monthly traffic data for Canada’s
eight busiest airports suggests that even a partial
recovery would still appear to be some way off. None of
the airports have reported traffic levels above 16% of
two years ago in either February, March or April.
One clear pattern since the pandemic struck is that the
capital, Ottawa, is at the bottom of the rankings with its
traffic down 95% in each of the last three months. The
airport doing least worst is Calgary (which saw traffic
levels at over 20% of 2019 for four months in 2020)
followed by Edmonton.
In its 2021 Q1 results, Air Canada reported that it carried
1.12 million passengers (down 89% compared with 2020
Q1) at an average load factor of 43.5%. For Q2 the airline
is predicting that ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres) will be
down 84% compared with the same period in 2019.
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Corendon
Airlineswelcomed
...
Colorado Springs
Southwest in March with five routes
Located around 100 kilometres south of Denver, Colorado
Springs is close to Pikes Peak, the location of one of motor
sports most dramatic hill climbs. Between 2000 and 2015
passenger numbers at the airport halved from over 2.4 million
to just under 1.2 million. However, the arrival in 2016 of
Frontier helped boost demand at the airport to over 1.6
million passengers in 2017, 2018 and 2019. By 2018 Frontier
was operating 13 routes at the airport.
Pre-pandemic, in 2019, United was the biggest airline at the
airport with 37% of traffic followed by American (28%),
Frontier (26%) and Delta (9%). The leading routes in 2019, by
some distance, were Dallas/Fort Worth and Denver, followed
by Chicago ORD, Las Vegas, Atlanta, Phoenix and Houston
IAH. Traffic was down 57% in 2020, while the load factor on
flights dropped 19 percentage points from 84.4% in 2019 to
65.4% in 2020. American overtook United to become the
leading airline with 39% of seats, followed by United (32%),
Frontier (19%) and Delta (10%).
The big development in 2021 has been the arrival of
Southwest, which began offering multiple-daily flights to
Chicago MDW, Dallas DAL, Denver (a sector of just 115
kilometres), Las Vegas and Phoenix on 11 March. Passenger
data from the airport for March shows that Southwest has
already become the airport’s leading carrier with 17,645
passengers (at a load factor of 51.7%) ahead of United
(15,862 with 64.5% load factor) and American (13,862 with a
load factor of 76.5%).

Omaha is biggest airport in Nebraska; Southwest is leading carrier
Situated just a few kilometres north-east of downtown
Omaha, next to the Missouri river, and surrounded on three
sides by Iowa, Nebraska’s busiest airport is named after
Eugene C. Eppley, who ran a successful hotel chain in the
1950s before selling it to Sheraton. Pre-pandemic, the airport
was handling just over five million passengers per annum and
had seen impressive traffic growth of 21% between 2015 and
2018, with several airlines contributing to the growth.
In 2019, the leading carriers at the airport were Southwest
(32.6% of passengers), Delta (21.5%), American (19.0%) and
United (18.1%). Alaska Airlines (3.2%), Frontier (2.9%) and
Allegiant (2.3%) were the other US carriers present, while Air
Canada accounted for 13,394 passengers on flights to
Toronto. The top five routes in 2019 were Denver, Chicago
ORD, Atlanta, Chicago MDW and Dallas/Fort Worth. Destin-Ft
Walton Beach and Nashville were new additions in 2019,
while services to Austin, Milwaukee, San Antonio and Tampa
had been lost.
Last year traffic fell by 57%, and seasonal flights to Portland
and Toronto were suspended. However, Southwest began
service to Atlanta last November (competing with Delta),
while this year sees the return of Portland and Tampa services
courtesy of Alaska Airlines and Southwest, respectively.
American is starting service to New York LGA in November
(competing with Delta), while Allegiant is introducing Los
Angeles service in June (competing with American).

Pensacola will welcome Spirit in June as United adds four new routes
Located in the far north-west of Florida on the Gulf Coast
close to the border with Alabama, Pensacola’s airport had
seen little growth between 2008 and 2016. However,
between 2016 and 2019 traffic grew by 39% from 1.6 million
passengers to just over 2.2 million. Several airlines
contributed to this growth, most significantly American, which
overtook Delta during that period to become the leading
carrier at the airport with 34% of seats to Delta’s 31%.
The other carriers in 2019 were Southwest (15%), United
(11%), Silver Airways (4%) and Frontier (4%). The leading
destination was Atlanta with more than twice as many seats
as the next busiest route to Dallas/Fort Worth. New routes in
2019 were Fort Lauderdale (served by Silver Airways) and
New York EWR (with United).
In 2020 passenger numbers fell by 47%. Despite this the
airport still welcomed new services to Baltimore/Washington
with Southwest, Muscle Shoals with Boutique Air (launched
15 December) and Washington IAD with United. This year has
already seen the launch of service to Atlanta with Southwest,
with American adding New York LGA in June, and United
adding Cincinnati, Cleveland, Milwaukee and Pittsburgh in late
May. June will also see the arrival of Spirit Airlines, launching
service on seven routes; Austin, Columbus, Dallas/Fort Worth,
Indianapolis, Kansas City, Louisville and St. Louis. As a result,
Pensacola will serve 11 more destinations non-stop this
summer, than it did in the summer of 2019.
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